The common view is that functional proteins or protein domains have unique and stable 3D structures characterized by the relatively fixed positions of their atoms and backbone Ramachandran angles that both vary slightly around their equilibrium positions due to low-amplitude thermal fluctuations. In addition there is another class of functional proteins and protein regions that contain smaller or larger highly dynamic fragments, and some proteins are even characterized by a complete or almost complete lack of ordered structure under physiological conditions (at least in vitro) which appears to be a critical aspect of these proteins' function in vivo.[@R1]^-^[@R7] These proteins and protein regions have no single, well-defined equilibrium structure and exist as heterogeneous ensembles of conformers such that no single set of coordinates or backbone Ramachandran angles is sufficient to describe their conformational properties. These proteins or protein regions that display marked conformational heterogeneity constitute a significant part of the protein kingdom and they have, over the years, been described in the literature by a plethora of different names, which had been proposed before it was established that this class of proteins constitutes a separate and important extension to the protein kingdom. Indeed, these highly dynamic proteins with important biological functions were independently discovered multiple times, with the authors frequently inventing new terms to describe their protein of interest. As a result, the complex and lengthy route to recognizing these proteins as a novel class left in its path a trail of terms used for their description. [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} depicts a collection of names that can be found in the literature describing these proteins, which includes terms such as floppy, pliable, rheomorphic,[@R8] flexible,[@R9] mobile,[@R10] partially folded,[@R11] natively denatured,[@R12] natively unfolded,[@R3]^,^[@R13] natively disordered,[@R6] intrinsically unstructured,[@R2]^,^[@R5] intrinsically denatured,[@R12] intrinsically unfolded,[@R13] intrinsically disordered,[@R4] vulnerable,[@R14] chameleon,[@R15] malleable,[@R16] 4D,[@R17] protein clouds,[@R18] dancing proteins,[@R19] proteins waiting for partners,[@R20] and several other names often representing different combinations of "natively/naturally/inherently/intrinsically" with "unfolded/unstructured/disordered/denatured" among several others. Therefore, the majority of the names used in the early literature express that the "unfolded, unstructured, disordered, and denatured" state is a 'native, natural, inherent, and intrinsic" property of these proteins. Strikingly, the idea of protein clouds had an unusual development when protein structure networks (or protein contact networks) were recently classified into "cumulus-type" (similar to puffy, white clouds) and "stratus-type" (similar to flat, dense, dark, low-lying clouds), depending on protein disorder dynamics and the mechanisms of conformational changes.[@R21]

![**Figure 1.** Protein intrinsic disorder Tower of Babel: some of the terms used in the literature to describe biologically active proteins without unique structures.](kidp-01-01-10924157-g001){#F1}

The multitude of expressions used to describe this class of proteins in earlier publications reflects the difficulties faced by researchers trying to find an appropriate way to describe these "abnormal" proteins. It also reflects an important recognition that these proteins differ from globular proteins and likely belong to a separate class. Although some of the terms were romantic (e.g., "vulnerable," "chameleon," "protein cloud" or "dancing protein"), all of them were inspired by the recognition of the existence of a fundamental difference between biologically active, but non-rigid proteins and "classic" globular, transmembrane, and fibrous proteins that can be described by the classical structure-function paradigm, where a unique sequence defines a unique 3D-structure crucial for that protein function.

These "abnormal" proteins did not yield unique 3D-structures. Furthermore, conformational properties of these proteins or protein regions resembled partially folded or completely unfolded conformations found for ordered proteins during the folding process or under various denaturing conditions. Hence, terms to designate these "new" proteins often contained corresponding structure-based descriptors, such as "denatured," "unfolded," "unstructured," "partially folded" or "partially denatured." It was also clear that the aforementioned fundamental difference is native, natural or intrinsic to these proteins representing an inherent property of their amino acid sequences. Therefore, many early terms contained related descriptors, such as "natively," "naturally" or "intrinsically." Besides structural considerations, the different backgrounds of the various researchers also contributed to the diversity of the proposed terms. In fact, since IDPs are of interest to scientists with very different backgrounds, and since each scientific discipline has its own language, with special terms and jargon, new descriptors rooted in these corresponding backgrounds have also been proposed, further complicating the picture by generating too many terms describing similar (or even identical) phenomena.

We, as Editors of the Intrinsically Disordered Protein journal, feel that the development of a common ontology, that is a formal and explicit description of shared concepts, is an important step needed for the future development of the field, since such a shared vocabulary and taxonomy helps to break the "Tower of Babel" miscommunication, where specialists working on similar subjects cannot understand each other due to the use of different "languages"; i.e., utilizing different terms and definitions invented to describe the same phenomenon. Below we provide some arguments supporting the use of the term "intrinsically disordered proteins" (IDPs) as a general descriptor of biologically active proteins lacking unique 3D-structures.

Many IDP-related terms have very specific meanings or express a unique characteristics but are not general enough (e.g., rheomorphic,[@R8] vulnerable,[@R14] proteins waiting for partners,[@R20] etc.), while some of the other terms are more poetic than scientific (e.g., protein-chameleon,[@R15] protein clouds,[@R18] dancing proteins,[@R19] etc.). Although these terms can be used to emphasize some of the characteristics of such proteins or to attract the attention of a wider audience to protein intrinsic disorder, they are rather specific and do not serve the purpose of communicating the general idea behind the intrinsic disorder phenomenon or identifying these specific proteins as belonging to a related class of proteins. A good general term should contain an adjective to emphasize the uniqueness and specificity of the phenomenon and an informative descriptor (or qualifier) that clearly defines the phenomenon. From the beginning, the choice of a general adjective was limited to three terms, "natively," "intrinsically" and "naturally." The adjective 'natively' has obvious functional meanings, as it reflects the important fact that IDPs lack unique structures in their native (i.e., biologically active) states. On the other hand, the lack of classical 3D structures represents an "intrinsic" or "natural" property of a protein, because it is encoded in its primary amino acid sequence and further defined by its sequence-specific, compositional bias. Since these three adjectives ("natively," "intrinsically" and "naturally") describe the inherent nature and uniqueness of the phenomenon equally well, there is no obvious advantage in using one expression over the other and so all three adjectives are found throughout the (early) literature. With time, however, preference was given to the term 'intrinsic', because it nicely conveys the notion that the behavior of the polypeptide chain is primarily defined by its amino acid sequence, which under generic physiological conditions shows a preference for a distinct, albeit broad distribution of non-folded conformational states. The details of this distribution can be very different for various disordered proteins. Also, it is difficult to know a priori whether in vitro observed characteristics of IDPs are similarly displayed in cellular environments. Therefore, 'intrinsic' refers to the innate tendencies of these proteins in isolation and under physiological conditions.

Choosing an informative structural qualifier is more difficult and a collection of terms have been used in the literature: "flexible," "dynamic," "heterogeneous," "denatured," "unstructured," "unfolded" and "disordered." To choose the most appropriate descriptor one must consider the global meaning of the terms. From this viewpoint, we would argue that "dynamic" and "flexible" are probably not the expressions that we seek. In fact, the use of the word dynamics or "dynamic" as a preface for a descriptor presumes prior knowledge of the time scales on which conformational conversions occur. It is also worth noting that even techniques that probe conformational conversions on distinct time scales are actually reporting on an ensemble average of signals. On the other hand, disordered proteins studied by NMR display NMR characteristics that are consistent with dynamic interconversion between conformations on timescales ranging from picoseconds to milliseconds, depending on the line-shapes. Given this observation, one would venture that a statement such as "IDPs are dynamic" could be considered to be a given. However, since all proteins (intrinsically disordered and ordered) are dynamic to different degrees in terms of amplitudes and timescales, the descriptor 'dynamic' is not a useful term for IDPs.

Similarly, all proteins are intrinsically flexible to some extent (i.e., they have varying degrees of conformational freedom) and this intrinsic flexibility is often vital for their functions. Enzymes, for example, typically contain "flexible," but well-structured pockets or arms that are essential for binding to substrates, or ligands. On the other hand, with only a few noticeable exceptions,[@R22] these proteins are not intrinsically disordered and rather possess well-defined, three-dimensional structures with flexible regions or appendages. Traditionally, the term "flexibility" is used to describe the magnitude of fluctuations around some equilibrium geometry. IDPs are structurally heterogeneous and do not have such "equilibrium geometry." Therefore, strictly speaking, the term "flexibility" is not applicable for IDPs, whose structures are described as conformational ensembles. In fact, each member of these conformational ensembles is characterized by its own "flexibility."

It is also worth noting that the intrinsic flexibility of a polymer is primarily governed by the nature of the bonds that connect its repeating units. All proteins use the same types of amino acids as building blocks and all amino acids in all proteins are connected in the same manner; i.e., via peptide bonds. However, compared with globular proteins disordered proteins have distinct amino acid compositions that encode a much wider range of conformational and structural heterogeneity. It is the amplitudes and timescales that are associated with spontaneous conformational fluctuations under similar solvent conditions that set apart one group of protein sequences from another. Hence, it is the collective nature of the interactions rather than the intrinsic flexibility that matters. And the impact of this collectivity of interactions is on the nature of conformational distributions, which becomes the important discriminator among different IDPs.

The terms "denaturation" and "denatured" are derived from the behavior of ordered macromolecules (including proteins) under conditions that lead to a loss of function due to disruptions of their tertiary and/or secondary structures. Denaturation can be induced by a variety of environmental factors or external stresses such as strong acids or bases, increased or decreased temperatures, concentrated inorganic salts, strong denaturants (e.g., urea or guanidinium), and some organic solutes (e.g., alcohols, etc.). The term "natively denatured" is a very clever juxtaposition and was introduced to emphasize the existence of drastic structural differences between 'normal' globular proteins, with rigid tertiary structures, and an "abnormal" flexible proteins such as tau.[@R12] However, since by definition, "denatured" means "non-functional" and implies the existence of a "non-denatured, native, functional" state, which does not exist in the case of IDPs, this term does not suit the purpose of describing proteins that do not have unique structures but do have specific biological functions. Furthermore, denaturation of ordered proteins in a living cell usually results in disruption of cell activity and possibly cell death, while many IDPs are crucial for cell survival.

The terms "unstructured" and "unfolded" were used extensively in early publications dedicated to IDPs. This was mostly due to the fact that the majority of IDPs analyzed at that time happened to be unstructured; i.e., they did not have unique 3D-structures and contained very little ordered secondary structure. The discovery and characterization of such "structure-less" proteins was important as a counter-point to the hitherto dominant view represented by the classical structure-function paradigm, especially since such fully unstructured, yet functional, proteins clearly represented the other extreme of the protein structure spectrum. These two terms are synonymously used and frequently considered to relate to the expression 'random coil' that is used in polymer physics to describe the conformational state of a polymer under conditions where the monomer subunits are well solvated and oriented randomly while still being bonded to adjacent units. However, it is important to keep in mind that due to their heteropolymeric nature, proteins are never in completely random conformations and always have some residual structure. In fact, there is no such thing as absence of structure in an aqueous solution of a polypeptide. There are always some preferential conformations sampled, and certainly a preference for an extended structure does not imply that the chain is "random" or "structure-less." That proteins are never true "random coils" applies to both ordered proteins under highly denaturing conditions and to IDPs under physiological conditions.[@R23]^-^[@R29] Of course, one can argue that the term "random coil" can still be used to describe an IDP whose structural features are close to those of unfolded ordered proteins under strong denaturing conditions. The counterargument here is the extreme structural heterogeneity of IDPs: although this term is suitable for the description of so-called extended IDPs (i.e., native coils and native pre-molten globules, which were and are commonly defined in the literature as natively unfolded or intrinsically unstructured proteins[@R5]^,^[@R30]), it definitely is a poor qualifier for compact or collapsed IDPs (i.e., native molten globules).

This leaves us with the expression 'disordered', which is often used to compare unique, well-defined states of proteins and situations in which proteins adopt many different structural ensembles, with no single, preferred lowest energy conformation.[@R31] Therefore, the term "disordered" also entails the ensemble description of structurally heterogeneous populations, with different levels of internal heterogeneity. It is important to understand that different degrees of structural heterogeneity are inherently present in all protein populations, but that its preponderance is significantly higher in IDPs. From this viewpoint, biologically active proteins without unique 3D-structures can be considered as intrinsically heterogeneous. Another issue is that some degree of structural heterogeneity is also inherent to a well-folded protein. In fact, "heterogeneity" is a term applicable over a range of heterogeneous states, whereas "disorder" is much more applicable to highly heterogeneous states. Therefore, for an accurate designation of the nature of heterogeneity/degree-of-disorder, one needs at least two order parameters, the density or R~g~ (gyration radius or any other measure of protein compaction) and a measure of the amplitudes of fluctuations. And the more we dig, the more we find that no single phrase will capture the full spectrum of sequence-to-ensemble relationships.

Obviously, due to the depth and breadth of this newly recognized phenomenon, where "structurelessness" might show itself differently in different proteins and might affect different levels of protein structural organizations to different degrees, none of the terms proposed for defining these biologically active proteins is perfect. Also, although the ideal term should contain a precise description of the phenomenon, the chances of finding/inventing such a term are very slim if the phenomenon is very broad. In fact, already in some of the first reviews on this topic it was pointed out that it might be difficult to describe this new class of proteins with a single term.[@R4]^,^[@R30] Despite all these difficulties, the term "intrinsically disordered proteins" (IDPs) is currently used more often than any other expression, probably because of the simple logic that nothing is perfect and that "IDP" represents an acceptable compromise. We believe that the use of a single common term to describe these proteins is the best option. Common use of a single descriptor will eventually pay off, even if a chosen term is somewhat far from being ideal. Time will smooth the ambiguities and roughness of the original term and its true meaning will become clear. This will unify the field and we trust that, with time, inconsistencies will be smoothed out by additional descriptors, such as "extended IDPs," for example.

To conclude this discussion, we also propose that based on the structural classifications of IDPs, the annotation "disordered protein" may be applied to any set of non-rigid independent conformations of a polypeptide chain and the term "protein intrinsic disorder" could be used to describe the phenomenon. We also suggest that the expression "unstructured proteins," if used, should only be applied to the subset of disordered proteins, so-called extended disordered proteins (e.g., native coils or native pre-molten globules), which are characterized by the absence of any (or almost any) ordered structure (although one clearly should keep in mind that there is always some preferential structure even in the most extended IDPs).[@R30]

Obviously, a protein is called ordered when it does not contain any intrinsic disorder, and it is called intrinsically disordered if the entire protein does not contain any tertiary structure. A majority of eukaryotic protein sequences are chimeras of ordered and disordered regions and the synergy between these regions determines the range of protein functions in different cellular contexts. Therefore, a very important question is how one can name a mixed or hybrid protein that has both ordered and disordered regions. We believe that calling such a protein 'disordered' is misleading, similar to referring to it as "ordered." In fact, such a protein does not fall into either category and therefore should be classified as a hybrid protein or as a protein that has intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs) or intrinsically disordered domains. Here, IDRs are disordered regions within protein sequences whose amino acid compositions prevent them from autonomously folding into defined 3D structures. This of course immediately raises the ensuing question as to how long a disordered region must be to qualify as such. Clearly two or three disordered residues, typically at protein termini, do not merit to be considered as a disordered region. A length of 20--30 residues seems to be a reasonable limit, at least in terms of justifying efforts aimed at characterizing the conformational and dynamic properties of such a region. Finally, one should keep in mind that intrinsic disorder takes many forms[@R4]^,^[@R7]^,^[@R32]^-^[@R34] and that a continuum of differently disordered conformations/states exists in the protein realm (e.g., see Fig. 1 in ref. [@R32] and Fig. 4 in ref. [@R34]).

As a last note, we would like to emphasize that it is difficult to overestimate the importance of clarity in how the scientific community describes IDPs/IDRs, since these proteins/regions, being crucial for various biological processes, are abundant in all the proteomes and are commonly associated with the development of various pathologies.
